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’ MECHANISM tron, WINDING TEXTILE . 
‘ THREADS?“ on FIIQAMENT'S: 
“FLANGE‘D' nQBBINs 

- “ ‘HaroldWhittaken'flhadderton, mama, England ‘ 

ONTO‘ 

“ ‘ra?liu’eatitnaprim, 1950,‘ Serial‘No. 153,815 
r ' ‘ In Great’ Britain December 16‘, 1948 

f This invention ‘of improvements inltraversing 
mechanism for winding machines for‘ winding 
textile‘ threads ‘and ?laments I relates “ to such 
traversing mechanisms in which the ‘thread guide 
is traversed to and fro through the medium of a 
groovedlcam and ‘more particularly to traverse 
mechanisms for winding textile threads or ?la 
ments on to ?anged bobbins. 
‘A ‘disadvantage experienced in winding on 

such bobbins is that, when a ?xed traverse is 
used, if the bobbins are not accurately positioned 
relatively to the cam there is a‘risk that if the 
throw of the cam carries the "thread slightly 
past the end of the barrel of the bobbin the 
thread ‘will ‘build up on the package in a slight 
upward curve against the‘ inner wall of the ?ange. 
Further, when a ?xed traverse is used,‘even 

when the bobbins are accurately positioned rela 
tively to the cam, it is found that the thread tends 
to build up in a slight upward ‘curve against the 
inner wall of each?ang'e', due, to a slight‘dwell of 
the thread during ‘reversal ‘of ‘the traverse.‘ In 
‘such packages the parts‘ ‘adjacent the flanges are 
more tightly wound andhard thanthe rest of 
the package; these hard .portionsflead'to thread 
breakages during unwinding ‘and uneven penetra 
tion duringiany subsequentdyeing or‘o‘therrwet 
finishingprocess. " ‘. “_ ‘ _Alternatively, if‘the thread fails to reach .the 

end ofthe'barrel there is a tendency for the pack; 
age ‘to develop slightly rounded corners instead 
oflthe desirable ‘square ends. ‘In such circum 
stances it is found. that the ‘thread tends to slip 
over the rounded corners, and to become ‘em 
bedded between the package and the bobbin 
?ange, and that these embedded threads tend to 
break during the subsequent unwinding opera 
tion. ‘ . 

The present invention overcomes ‘the afore 
said disadvantages by providing traverse mech 
anism in which ‘the throw of‘the‘cam is regulat 
able to ensure that the thread is correctly, laid 
on the barrel of the bobbin from ?ange to ?ange. 
This is accomplished by continuously varying the 
points of ‘reversal of the traverse adjacent the 
?anges so asto counteract the dwell of the thread 
at such points, thereby winding the thread at 
the same density in all parts of the package and 
achieving the desirable square ends. 
Traversing mechanism according to the inven 

tion comprises in combination a casing, a shaft 
journalled on said casing, a toothed driving wheel 
fast on one projecting end of said shaft, a grooved 
cam splined on said shaft with freedom for slight 
sliding movement along the shaft alternately in 
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opposite directions; a spider secured on the cam 
shaft adjacent to the cam andhaving‘oppositely 
extending arms inthe‘ form‘of stub shafts, ‘bevel 
gear Wheels rotatably mounted on said‘stub 
shafts in opposed directions ‘each enmeshed with 
a ‘?xed bevel wheel rigidly mounted on a ?anged 
bush in said casing, eccentric sheaves respectively 
encasing the boss of the adjacent bevel gear wheel 
and each respectively embraced by the head of 
a connecting rod the opposite end of which is 
connected to the boss of the traverse cam. ‘ 
In the operation of the traversing mechanism, 

the traverse cam is rotated by the cam shaft and 
carries the’ threaded guide towards one end of 
the bobbin, the spider'also rotates, causing‘ the 
rotatable bevel gear wheels enmeshed with the 
fixed bevel wheel to rotate and by means of the 
eccentric sheaves to move the connecting. rods 
to transmit a slight endwise sliding movement‘, to 
the traverse cam and so to increase the traverse 
of the thread guide to ensure that the thread is 
correctly laid ‘on the bobbin adjacent to‘ the 
dense, a slight endwise sliding movement in the 
opposite direction being imparted to the traverse 
cam at the opposite end‘ of the throw~ to ensure 
that the thread is ‘correctly'laid' at that ‘end of 
the bobbin, and ‘the rotation of the bevel'gear 
wheels‘being timed‘to synchronise lwith‘theit'rave 
erse ‘of the cam to ensure‘that the slidingmoveé' 
inent of‘the traverse‘ cam‘ takes place alternately 
at opposite ends‘ of the strokef‘ofthe cam, whereby 
the thread is correctly laid at each end of the 
bobbin‘without risk of the thread piling up or 
alternatively‘ causing‘ rounded ‘corners to be 
formed, except in a controlled manner. __~ ‘ . 

Description will‘ now be given of a practical 
embodiment ,of traversing mechanism ‘according 
to the invention, reference being made to the 
‘accompanying drawings in which. the same refer, 
ence charactersindicate corresponding‘parts in 
the several ?gures‘of thedrawings. _ ' ‘ ‘J , Referring to ‘Figs. 1 and 2, the‘ mechanism 

includes a casing ‘Ill in which is journalled a 
shaft H 'on one vprojectingaendv of whichfis se 
cured‘ca toothed-‘driving-wheel I2; Splined on 
the shaft H is a grooved cam _l3 adapted to have 
a slight sliding ‘movement along the shaft“ H 
alternately ‘in ‘opposite‘directions. , Secured on the cam shaft ll adjacentwto the 

cam I3 is a spider I4 having oppositely extend 
ing arms in the form of stub shafts l5. Rotatably 
mounted on the stub shafts [5 in opposed direc 
tions are bevel gear wheels IE, IT, respectively, 
each enmeshed with a ?xed bevel wheel l8 
mounted on a ?anged bush IS in the end wall 
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or the casing, the said bevel wheel I 8 being rigidly 
held to the casing by means of bolts 20. 
The rotatable bevel gear wheels I6, I‘! are each 

formed with a boss, the bosses being embraced 
by eccentric sheaves 2 I, 22, respectively. The 
eccentric sheaves are respectively embraced by 
the heads-of connecting rocls~23r 24,rthe distal 
ends of’the v'connectingrods being ‘connected by 
pivot pins 25, 26 at opposite sides of an extending 
boss I31 of the traverse cam I3. ‘ 110 
The rotatable bevel gear wheels I6, I‘! are 1 

held on the stub shafts I5 by discs 21secured. 
to the ends of the stub shafts by bolts 28. 
The operation of the traverse mechanism is 

as follows. 

shaft I I and carries the thread guide, not shown,. 
towards one end of the bobbin; the spider I4 

‘15 
The traverse cam I3 is rotated by;the...cam 

4 
The variations of the lengths of the traverse 

during the cycle of operations of the traverse 
mechanism is indicated by the lines T in Fig. 
4. Y indicates the length of the bobbin between 
?anges. 
With traverse mechanism as described, it is 

' possible v~to ensure that :thread-isrorrectly laid 
onthe-bobbin. adjacent to thecflangesat each 
end of the bobbin without risk of the thread 
"piling up or alternately causing rounded cor 
ners to beformed except in a controlled manner. 
I claims; ' 

'I‘raversing; mechanism for winding ma-v 
chines for winding threads or ?laments, having 
:injgcombinationpaLeasing, a shaft journalled in 
said casing,a toothed driving wheel fast on one 

' projecting end of said shaft, a grooved traverse 

also rotates around the shaft II causing “the 
rotatable bevel gear wheels I6, I‘! enmeshed with 
the'?xed bevel-wheel. I8 to rotate and, .by "means 
otthe eccentric sheaves2l, 22 to move "the :con-. 
nectingirods 123, .24 to transmita slight endwise 
sliding; movement to the traverse cam 'I3 and 
so. to increase thev traverseof the. thread guide 
to ensure .that :the. .thread: is. correctly laid ; on 
the.-.=bobbin adjacent‘to the ?ange. 
At the oppositewend of the-throw of the. trav-q 

'erse. -.cam I3 an .end'wise sliding - movement. is 
imparted to the. traverse. cam to ensure that the 
thread is correctly laid‘. at .that endof .the 
bobbin; 
The ~-rotation.of the...beve1 gear .wheels .16.. I1 

is timed-to. synchronisewiththe traverse .of the 
cam.-I.3>.to..ensure that. the sliding movement. of 
the traverse loam .I3 takes place .alternately._ at 
oppositeendsof the stroke of the cam... 
.Thediagramlillustrated inFigs. 3 and 4 shows 

the .influenoeof . the .eccentrics.~2l, 22011. the 
traverse .of'thecam l3 in achieving the. spread 
of .the turn-back. coilsbf thread .when-.winding 
onto. ?anged bobbins. . 

‘For conveniencait will. be assumed that the 
cam..l3makes sevencomplete traverses in each 
cycle,. but it. is to be understood that the length 
of the cycle may be .varied to requirements by 
change. of ' thegear ratio. 
.Referring; to..Figs. 3 vande, in which .Tindi 

cates the threadfbeing Wound on a .?anged 
.bobbin,'the start of the cycle is indicated at S 
an'd‘the end of the cycle at E, the numerals I to‘ 
'l'iriclusive each indicatingone complete revolue 
tio’nlof ‘the cam I3. The arrows in the circles 
in Fig. 3iridicate the positions of the eccentrics 
22, 23 after. each‘ half. I'EVOllltlOILOf the traverse 
cam I3. 
'The throw. of the cam I3 isindi'cated 'at'X, 

‘represented by "the distance between the lines 
‘AHA, Fig. 4,. whilst‘ ‘the distance between the 
lin'es‘B‘, B,',indicates‘the ‘full traverse length 
of "thief-mechanism which is‘ the displacement 
achieved by the combined action of‘ the cam I3 
and ltheeccentric sheaves 2 I, ‘22. 
_It 'wiill‘be seen from the. diagram that for‘all 

practical purposes, this is the sum'of the throw 
of the cam I3 and twice the throw'of the ‘ec 
centric sheaves 2|, 22. ~ ‘ ' 

Theextent of the spreading zone-Z’ at I-the 
end of vthe traverse length is ‘indicated by the 
distance between the'lines B and C, Fig; 4.~ 
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cam splined ‘on said shaft with freedom for 
slight sliding movement along the shaft alter 
nately in opposite directions, a spider secured 
ontthe camshaft adjacent. to. the .cam. and hav 
ing . oppositely _ extending -' arms in theaformaof 

stub shafts,-=.be.vel gear .wheelsrotatably mounted 
on . said stub -shaftsin opposed directions, each 
enmeshed. with. v.a.. ?xed.‘ ., bevel. . wheel... rigidly 
mounted . onaa . ?angedebushinmsaid .' casing, ..ec.-. 
centric. sheaves respectively embracing .theboss 
of the adjacent ?rst mentioned .rotatablebevel 
gear- wheel. and each respectively embraced .. by 
the. heady of .a "connecting rod. the .opposite ~end 
of which. is.pivotallyconnected .to...the. bossioi 
the traversecam. 

2.- .Traversing mechanism as .claimediin vclaim 
.1 in .which as-thetraverse camis rotatedbyvthe. 
,cam _.shaft .to ..carry , the. . thread guide .towards 
one. end .cflthebobbinwthe. spider is.also. rotated. 
causingthe. rotatable .Lbevel gear :wheels ene 
meshed .withthe. .?xed bevel wheel to rotate and 
by means .of .the eccentric sheaves to .move the 
connecting rods to .transmita slight endwise 
sliding .movement tothe traverse .cam and so 
to increase .the traverse of. thethread guide, a 
vslightendwise slidinggmovement in the. opposite 
direction ‘.being... also .imparted to the- traverse 
cam at "the opposite end 'ofq'the .throw,.pthe~ro= 
tation of the bevel gear wheels being 'timed'to 
synchronize with .the traverse of ‘the. cam‘to 
ensure that the sliding'movement of the trav 
erse_.cam takes .place alternatelyyat opposite 
ends ofithe stroke of ‘the cam, ~ whereby * the 
thread is ‘correctly. laid 'onthe bobbin "right up 
to the;?angeateach-‘end-of the bobbin without 
risk of the thread piling up or alternatively cause 
ing rounded ‘corners ' to ‘be formed ‘except vinta 
controlled-manner. ' 
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